We show that a function over a free algebra is de nable in the simply typed -calculus (modulo the B ohm-Berarducci embedding) i it is generated by predicative monotonic recurrence. By monotonic recurrence we mean iteration with parameters, and our predicativity condition uses the notion of tiers introduced in Lei90]. In fact, we show that the same functions are generated by tiered monotonic recurrence whether 2 tiers, or all nite tiers, are used.
Introduction
Church showed that a function over N is de nable in the untyped -calculus i it is computable by a Turing machine. The functions over N de nable by in the simply typedcalculus 1 form a dramatically more restricted class: Schwichtenberg and Statman showed that these are exactly the functions de nable by composition from addition, multiplication, and the case function if x = 0 then y else z Schw76, Sta79] . Thus, even the predecessor function is not de nable. The question of providing a subrecursive characterization of the functions de nable in 1 is of particular interest because it clari es the computational nature of 1 , a calculus which is at the core of typed applicative programs and of denotational semantics. More generally, we wish to provide, given an arbitrary free algebra A , a subrecursive characterization of the functions over A that are de nable in 1 .
A solution to these problems was stated in Lei90]: a function over a free algebra is de nable in 1 (modulo the B ohm-Berarducci embedding) i it is generated by predicative monotonic recurrence. Monotonic recurrence denies access by the recurrence functions to the components of the recurrence argument, thus forcing the computation to follow the structure of the recurrence argument \without backtracking" (see below). The predicativity condition uses a notion of tiers, akin to the ranks used to sort out uses of set-variables in Predicative Analysis (see e.g. Kre60]), an idea that goes back to Russell Rus08]. We present here a complete proof of that characterization. Moreover, we prove that the 1 -de nable functions are obtained whether predicative monotonic recurrences uses two tiers, or all nite tiers.
Our characterization in terms of two tiers is related to the subrecursive characterization discovered independently by Zaionc Zai90]. However, Zaionc's characterization uses a class of functions de ned by a closure-under-substitution condition, which seems technically less natural than tiering, and lacks the foundational link with predicativity.
Moreover, the concept of tiering appears to be a powerful generic tool in relating computational complexity to functional programs and to proof theoretic strength. It was discovered independently (in a slightly di erent guise) by Bellantoni and Cook, who used it to give a subrecursive characterization of the poly-time functions BC92]. That work has been further developed in Blo92,Lei93]. A result particularly relevant to the present paper is the characterization of poly-time by predicative recurrence over the algebra of words (not restricted to monotonic recurrence), allowing basic data objects LM93]. A proof theoretic characterization of poly-time based on predicative tiering was obtained in Lei ].
1 Monotonic recurrence over free algebras
Recurrence over free algebras
The computation spaces we consider are free algebras, where a free algebra A is the set of closed expressions generated from constructors c 1 : : : c k (k > 0), with arity (c i ) = r i 0. That is, A is generated inductively by: if 1 : : : r i 2 A , then c i ( 1 : : : r i ) 2 A . When r i = 0 we identify c i () with c i . For example: (1) the algebra N of natural numbers (i.e. unary numerals) has constructors 0 of arity 0 and s of arity 1. (2) The algebra W of nite words over the alphabet f0;1g has constructors of arity 0, and 0 and 1 of arity 1. Each term can be identi ed with a word over f0;1g, for example 011 is identi ed with 011 = 0(1(1( ))). (3) The algebra of unlabeled binary trees has constructors of arity 0 and p of arity 2. (4) The algebra of binary trees with leaves labeled by f0;1g has constructors 0 and 1 of arity 0 and p of arity 2.
The schema of recurrence (= primitive recursion) over the natural numbers is one of the oldest and better known computational schemas. A function f is de ned by recurrence from functions g 1 and g 2 if f(0;x) = g 1 (x); f(s(n);x) = g 2 (f(n;x);x; n) (where arity (f) = arity (g 1 )+1 = arity (x)+1 = arity (g 2 )?1). More generally, Recurrence over an algebra A as above has k clauses, one for each constructor: We call the functions g i above the recurrence-functions, the rst r i arguments of g i (as in the template above) the critical arguments, and the rst argument of f (in the template) the recurrence argument. The PR functions over A are the functions de ned from the constructors by recurrence and explicit de nition, the functions de ned from the constructors and the projection functions using composition and projections.
We shall be particularly interested in a restricted form of recurrence, monotonic recurrence (also dubbed \iteration with parameters"), where the recurrence functions have no direct access to the components of the recurrence argument:
f(c i (z 1 : : :z r i );x) = g i (f 1 : : :f r i ;x) where f j = f(z j ;x):
For example, the functions case, add, mlt, and exp over N are de ned by monotonic recurrence:
case(0; x 0 ; x s ) = x 0 case(sn; x 0 ; x s ) = x s add(0; x) = x add(sn; x) = s (add(n; x)) mlt(0; x) = 0 mlt(sn; x) = add(mlt(n; x); x)
But the de nition by recurrence of the predecessor function prd is not monotonic: we drop the tier superscript). We let A be the many-sorted structure with A 0 ; A 1 : : : as universes, and the corresponding copies of the constructors. Functions over A are sorted; in particular, function composition must respect sorts. We write tier(t) for the tier of (the A tn (n = df arity (x)), and`< j, then f : A j A ! A`can be de ned by the k equations above. The set of functions over A de ned by monotonic recurrence of tiers <` !, MR`(A ), is generated from the constructors by explicit (sorted) de nitions and j-tiered recurrence with j <`. We denote by MR`(A ) the set of functions over A that are obtained from functions in MR`(A ) by eliminating the distinction between tiers.
Lemma 1.1 Every f 2 MR ! (A ) is constant with respect to arguments of tier < tier(f). Proof. By induction on the derivation of f 2 MR ! (A ). The lemma is trivial for constructors and projection functions. Suppose that f is de ned by composition, say f(x) = h(x; g(x)). If tier(g) < tier(h) then h is constant with respect to its last argument, and the lemma's statement follows trivially from the induction assumption applied to h. If tier(g) tier(h), then any argument x of tier < tier(f) = tier(h) is of tier < tier(g), and so both g nd h are constant with respect to x, by induction assumption. Thus f is constant with respect to x. A multiplicative function mlt jmi : W j W 3 m !W i , for j; m > i, is de ned by mlt jmi ( j ; x ; x 0 ; z) = mi x mlt jmi (0 j (w); x ; x 0 ; x 1 ) = add mi (x 0 ; mlt jmi (w; x ; x 0 ; x 1 )) mlt jmi (1 j (w); x ; x 0 ; x 1 ) = add mi (x 1 ; mlt jmi (w; x ; x 0 ; 1 )) For example, mlt jmi (011 ; x ; x 0 ; x 1 ) = x 0 x 1 x 1 x (concatenation). Consider the recurrence equations for exp: exp(sn) = g(exp(n)), where g(z) = add(z; z). The de nitions of all tiered addition functions require that the rst argument be of higher tier than the second; thus g cannot be obtained from these functions. Indeed, there is no de nition of the exponential function using tiered recurrence and explicit de nitions Lei93]. Consider the cubic function, n 3 = mlt(n; mlt(n; n)). We can stratify this de nition by taking the inner multiplication to be mlt 221 and the outer one to be mlt 210 . However, the cubic function can be de ned as a function N 1 !N 0 , though at the cost of iterating recurrence Lei93].
Lambda de nability 2.1 The simply typed -calculus
The simply typed -calculus, 1 , is widely recognized as the core of applicative programming and of programming language semantics. The types of 1 are generated inductively by: o is a type; if and are types, then so is ! . The type o is intended to denote a set of basic data objects, and ! the set of functions from objects of type to objects of type . The type expressions o k ! o are abbreviations, de ned recursively by:
More generally, the abbreviation ( k : : : 1 ) ! is de ned by recurrence on k: ()! = df , and ( k+1 : : : 1 )! = df ( k+1 !(( k : : : 1 )! )).
For each type we posit a denumerable supply of variables of type (which we superscript by when convenient). The expressions of 1 are de ned inductively: Each variable of type is also an expression of type ; if E is an expression of type and x is a variable of type , then x:E is an expression of type ! ; if E is an expression of type ! and F is an expression of type then E(F) is an expression of type . When in no danger of confusion, we write EF for E(F), and more generally E 1 E 2 E n F for E 1 (E 2 ( (E n (F)) )). We write F=x]E for the result of substituting F for all free occurrences of the variable x in E; more generally, F 1 : : :F n =x 1 : : :x n ] is the result of simultaneously substituting F 1 : : : F n for all free occurrences of x 1 : : : x n , respectively. We write E x] for E if all free variables in E are amongx = x 1 ; ; x n ; assuming a canonical ordering of the variables, we then write E F 1 : : : F n ] for F 1 : : : F n =x 1 : : : x n ]E.
The computational meaning of -abstraction is conveyed by the -reduction rule, ( x:E)F ) F=x]E. We write = for -equality, and refer to the usual notion of normal (i.e. irreducible) expressions. It is well known that every sequence of -reductions in 1
terminates (with an expression in normal form); in particular, every expression is -equal to some normal expression. 
